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Tan et al.: Replay Real World Network Conditions To Test Cellular Switching

REPLAY REAL WORLD NETWORK CONDITIONS TO TEST CELLULAR
SWITCHING
ABSTRACT
A system and method for capturing real-world conditions for designing test cases for
testing of network switching algorithms is disclosed. Two devices working on different
communication networks are taken while commuting from home to office or vice versa.
Different real-world conditions like time, network type: e.g. LTE, 3G, etc. signal strength,
location, device state, e.g. moving or stationary etc. are continuously captured on the way. These
pieces of information are captured by an app installed on the respective devices. It is feasible to
capture additional information that a test case designer is interested in. In the end, the device will
have captured a log file of the various conditions encountered. All the scenarios logged can be
replayed on a simulation engine evaluating the quality of switching algorithms. A major
advantage of the method is to automate test case generation by capturing and replaying actual
events, thereby making the process scalable.
BACKGROUND
In cellular communication, a device seamlessly switches among different carrier
networks. The switch is triggered by different switching algorithms based on the device current
condition, including location, connectivity state, device activity (e.g. in a moving car), battery
level, etc. It is very challenging to design good test cases to test out switching algorithms with
the given complexity and the many variations of real world conditions, which a good test should
reflect. Usually the real world conditions are artificially made up to design the cases. It is hard to
design a good test case with artificially created real world conditions. In particular, it is even
harder to design a test case which reflects multiple network conditions because network
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conditions from any carrier will change by location. For example, when you enter a room, one
carrier's network quality might decrease a lot while the other's network quality may not change.
Currently, there is no method to capture real-world conditions and replay them in a testing
environment.
DESCRIPTION
A system and method are proposed to design a test case to test out switching algorithms
with real-world conditions. The test case for the algorithm will mirror the actual network
conditions from any two networks. For example, during someone's commute from home to work,
network A changes from LTE to 3G, while at the same time network B changes from 3G to LTE.
In order to capture this information, two separate phones, one with network A and another
operating on network B are arranged. The two phones are taken on the commute and they will
continuously record all the conditions, including: - time - network type, e.g. LTE, 3G, etc. signal strength - location - device state, e.g. moving or stationary - etc. as illustrated in Table 1.
These pieces of information are collected by an app, so it is very easy to capture any other
category of information the test case architect is interested in. In the end, the phones will have
the logs of each carrier. In order to test the switching algorithms, there is a simulation engine
which will take in the logs and replay it. So the device will run in this simulated environment but
with the real-world events. Switching algorithm can be easily evaluated because all network
conditions are already available. It is easy to capture many different user scenarios, e.g.
biking/walking to work, staying in a restaurant/shopping mall, camping, staying home at night
etc. All scenarios can be replayed on the system running the test case and switching quality can
be thoroughly evaluated. For example, scenarios like: is this the right switch, should it switch
now, and so on, could be evaluated. Switching algorithms can be compared using this method.
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The same set of scenarios can be replayed on two switching algorithms and their differences can
be compared.
Table 1: Format for Test Cases
TIME

Network A

Network B

Network type: LTE,
3G etc.
Signal strength
Device Moving
Driving
Biking
Walking
Device stationary
Staying in a restaurant
Shopping mall
Camping
Staying home at night

A major advantage of the method is to automate test case generation by capturing and
replaying actual events, thereby making the process scalable. The system is not limited to testing
only cellular switching algorithms but could be used to test any product that works on multiple
networks including Wi-Fi.
In situations in which the systems and methods discussed herein may collect location
information about users, or may make use of personal information (e.g., exact location, device
data and network data), users are provided with one or more opportunities to control how
information is collected about the user and used in one or more described features. Each user for
which personal information is to be collected is presented with one or more options to allow
control over the information collection relevant to that user, to provide permission or
authorization as to whether the information is collected and as to which portions of the
information are to be collected. For example, users can be provided with one or more control
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options over a communication network. In addition, certain data may be treated in one or more
ways before it is stored or used, so that personally identifiable information is removed. For
example, a user’s identity may be treated so that no personally identifiable information can be
determined for the user.
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